Designated as a public recreation area, this section includes the Visitors Center, a 40-acre fishing area within the main impoundment and 3 picnic areas. Fishing within the controlled and propagation areas or from the dam breast is prohibited. A 756-acre facility, created in 1973, is home to many other wild animals. The area is particularly noted for the thousands upon thousands of ducks, geese and swans that drop in during their spring and fall migrations.

An annual archery and primitive deer hunt is also available at Middle Creek.  The goal is to balance the deer herd with their habitat and to allow access for wildlife viewing. Participants for the opportunity for wildlife viewing. Participants for

Most of the agricultural lands at Middle Creek have been designated as a controlled hunting area. The remainder of Middle Creek (SGL 46) consists primarily of wooded habitat, and is open for small game hunting.  Hunting/ trapping is by permit only, and special regulations apply.

By a manager.  Pets must be leashed.

Open fires are prohibited; self-contained stoves or charcoal grills are permitted unless otherwise designated. 
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